
SITE NAME: Fort McCoy Flammable Storage Bldg. 1150

BRRTS #: 02-42-198294

COMMERCE # (if appropriate):

CLOSURE DATE: 02/05/2008

STREET ADDRESS: Fort McCoy

CITY: Sparta

X= 466406 Y= 393761

CONTAMINATED MEDIA: Groundwater    Soil X Both

Yes X

IF YES, STREET ADDRESS 1:

X= Y=

Yes X

IF YES, STREET ADDRESS 1:

X= Y=

Yes X

DOCUMENTS NEEDED:
X
X

NA
X

NA

NA

X

X
NA
X

NA
NA

NA
X
X
X

NA
NA

Copies of off-source notification letters (if applicable)
Letter informing ROW owner of residual contamination (if applicable)(public, highway or railroad ROW)

Certified survey map or relevant portion of the recorded plat map (if referenced in the legal description ) for all affected properties

County Parcel ID number, if used for county , for all affected properties
Location Map which outlines all properties within contaminated site boundaries on USGS topographic map or plat map in sufficient detail to permit the 
parcels to be located easily (8.5x14" if paper copy).  If groundwater standards are exceeded, the map must also include the location of all municipal and potable 
wells within 1200' of the site.

Detailed Site Map(s) for all affected properties, showing buildings, roads, property boundaries, contaminant sources, utility lines, monitoring wells and 
potable wells.  (8.5x14'', if paper copy)  This map shall also show the location of all contaminated public streets, highway and railroad rights-of-way in relation to 
the source property and in relation to the boundaries of groundwater contamination exceeding ch. NR 140 ESs and soil contamination exceeding ch. NR 720 
generic or SSRCLs. 

GW:  Table of water level elevations, with sampling dates, and free product noted if present
GW:  Latest groundwater flow direction/monitoring well location map (should be 2 maps if maximum variation in flow direction is 
greater than 20 degrees)
SOIL:  Latest horizontal extent of contamination exceeding generic or SSRCLs, with one contour
Geologic cross-sections, if required for SI.  (8.5x14' if paper copy)

Closure Letter, and any conditional closure letter or denial letter issued

Copy of most recent deed, including legal description, for all affected properties

Locational COORDINATES (meters in WTM91 projection):

CONTAMINATION IN RIGHT OF WAY: No

Copy of any maintenance plan referenced in the final closure letter.

GIS REGISTRY INFORMATION

OFF-SOURCE GW CONTAMINATION >ES: No

SOURCE PROPERTY Locational COORDINATES (meters in 
WTM91 projection):

FID #:  642024900

No
OFF-SOURCE SOIL CONTAMINATION >Generic or Site-
Specific RCL (SSRCL):

Locational COORDINATES (meters in WTM91 projection):

RP certified statement that legal descriptions are complete and accurate

Copy of (soil or land use) deed notice if any required as a condition of closure

Tables of Latest Groundwater Analytical Results (no shading or cross-hatching)
Tables of Latest Soil Analytical Results (no shading or cross-hatching)
Isoconcentration map(s), if required for site investigation (SI) (8.5x14" if paper copy) .   The isoconcentration map should have flow direction and 
extent of groundwater contamination defined. If not available, include the latest extent of contaminant plume map.
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